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INTRODUCTION

Mammography is the only recommended imaging tool for 
breast cancer screening by the guidelines of the World Health 
Organization and the Korea National Cancer Screening Pro-

gram. Full-field digital mammography (FFDM) offers many 
advantages such as higher contrast resolution, better dynamic 
range, and lower noise, compared to conventional film-screen 
mammography (FSM) [1,2]. The Digital Mammographic Im-
aging Screening Trial (DMIST) has demonstrated that the di-
agnostic accuracy of FFDM is significantly higher than that of 
FSM in women younger than 50 years and in women with 
dense breasts on mammography [3,4]. The DMIST results 
show an improvement of 55% to 70% in cancer detection, 
compared to FFDM with FSM; however, a substantial number 
of cancers cannot be detected, even with FFDM. Therefore, 
supplementary imaging tools to improve the detectability of 
breast cancer are needed.

A computer-aided detection (CAD) system is a software 
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Purpose: We aimed to compare the detection of breast cancer 
using full-field digital mammography (FFDM), FFDM with com-
puter-aided detection (FFDM+CAD), ultrasound (US), and 
FFDM+CAD plus US (FFDM+CAD+US), and to investigate the 
factors affecting cancer detection. Methods: In this retrospective 
study conducted from 2008 to 2012, 48,251 women underwent 
FFDM and US for cancer screening. One hundred seventy-one 
breast cancers were detected: 115 invasive cancers and 56 car-
cinomas in situ. Two radiologists evaluated the imaging findings 
of FFDM, FFDM+CAD, and US, based on the Breast Imaging 
Reporting and Data System lexicon of the American College of 
Radiology by consensus. We reviewed the clinical and the path-
ological data to investigate factors affecting cancer detection. 
We statistically used generalized estimation equations with a 
logit link to compare the cancer detectability of different imaging 
modalities. To compare the various factors affecting detection 
versus nondetection, we used Wilcoxon rank sum, chi-square, 
or Fisher exact test. Results: The detectability of breast cancer 

by US (96.5%) or FFDM+CAD+US (100%) was superior to that 
of FFDM (87.1%) (p=0.019 or p<0.001, respectively) or FFDM+ 
CAD (88.3%) (p=0.050 or p<0.001, respectively). However, 
cancer detectability was not significantly different between 
FFDM versus FFDM+CAD (p=1.000) and US alone versus 
FFDM+CAD+US (p=0.126). The tumor size influenced cancer 
detectability by all imaging modalities (p<0.050). In FFDM and 
FFDM+CAD, the nondetecting group consisted of younger pa-
tients and patients with a denser breast composition (p<0.050). 
In breast US, carcinoma in situ was more frequent in the nonde-
tecting group (p=0.014). Conclusion: For breast cancer screen-
ing, breast US alone is satisfactory for all age groups, although 
FFDM+ CAD+US is the perfect screening method. Patient age, 
breast composition, and pathological tumor size and type may 
influence cancer detection during screening.
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program for the automatic analysis of mammography. The ap-
plication of CAD to FFDM is helpful in reducing false-nega-
tive interpretations in screening populations [5-7]. Warren 
Burhenne et al. [6] reported that CAD correctly marked un-
detected findings in 77.4% (89/115) of prior false-negative 
mammograms. Dean and Ilvento [7] found that CAD detect-
ed more cancers in screening patients and in diagnostic pa-
tients with no deterioration in positive predictive values.

Breast ultrasound (US) is widely used as a supplementary 
imaging modality for evaluating mammographically detected 
abnormalities, and is an effective screening tool for detecting 
occult breast cancers in mammographically dense breasts [8-
11]. US screening offers effective detection of occult small 
breast cancers [9]; its cancer detection rate is similar to or 
higher than that of screening mammography (0.30%–0.46%) 
[8-11].

Most Asian women, including Korean women, have a dense 
breast composition; thus, screening mammography is limited 
in its ability to detect small breast cancer lesions. In addition, 
mammography examination produces radiation exposure. 
Evaluating the diagnostic performances of mammography 
and additional imaging modalities to find out which combi-
nation yields better diagnostic performances yet with less 
harm to the patient is necessary to modify screening pro-
grams. To date, no report has compared the breast cancer de-
tection rates between FFDM with the application of CAD 
(FFDM+CAD) and breast US in a screening population. The 
purpose of this study was to compare breast cancer detection 
rates between FFDM, FFDM+CAD, breast US, and FFDM+ 
CAD plus US (FFDM+CAD+US), and to investigate any ra-
diological and clinicopathological factors that affect breast 
cancer detection.

METHODS

Patients
This retrospective study was approved by the Institutional 

Review Board (IRB approval numbers: AN15299-001 and 
AS15197-002) of Korea University Anam Hospital and Korea 
University Ansan Hospital and did not require informed con-
sent. From January 2008 to December 2012, 48,251 women 
underwent FFDM and US for breast cancer screening in our 
institution. Of these, we searched the database for screened 
and detected breast cancer lesions in patients for whom both 
FFDM and breast US had been performed, and 171 breast 
cancer lesions were detected. A retrospective study was con-
ducted using these 171 cancerous lesions. The patients’ cancer 
types were 115 (67.3%) invasive carcinomas and 56 (32.7%) 
ductal carcinomas in situ (DCIS). The pathologic subtypes of 

the invasive carcinomas were invasive ductal carcinoma 
(n = 98), invasive lobular carcinoma (n = 3), microinvasive 
DCIS (n = 7), and others (n = 7; papillary, mucinous, meta-
plastic, tubular, and medullary carcinomas).

Image evaluation
Two Selenia FFDM units (Hologic, Denver, USA) were 

used. Mediolateral oblique and craniocaudal projections of 
both breasts were obtained for each patient. As the CAD for 
FFDM, we used R2 Image Checker, version 8.3 (R2 Technology 
Inc., Sunnyvale, USA). It marks suspected mass lesions with 
asterisks (*), calcifications with triangles (▲), and masses 
with calcifications with crosses (+). The US examination was 
performed using the iU22 system (Philips Medical Systems, 
Bothell, USA) or Logiq 9 unit (General Electric, Milwaukee, 
USA) with a high-frequency broadband width linear array 
transducer. The US examination was performed in the bilat-
eral whole breasts and axillae, and survey scanning was per-
formed in the transverse and the sagittal planes.

Two radiologists (S.E.S. and K.R.C.) with 3 and 12 years of 
experience, respectively, in breast imaging interpreted all im-
ages using a picture archiving and communication system. 
One radiologist had 3 years of experience in CAD reading 
and the other radiologist had 7 years of experience. For the 
evaluation of FFDM and CAD images, we used the Coronis 
5MP display system (Barco, Duluth, USA) with two 5-mil-
lion-pixel gray-scale Liquid Crystal Display monitors. To ensure 
that images were displayed with the highest possible fidelity, 
the display system was calibrated with a dual-head BarcoMed 
5MP2FH display controller (Barco) and MediCal Pro software 
(Barco). All digital images had the window width and level 
settings adjusted to optimize the image display. To evaluate 
the US images, we used the Star PACS system (Infinitt, Seoul, 
Korea). We used consensus double reading. Each reader 
independently evaluated the images, and the final decision 
was reached by discussion between the two readers. At a 
3-week interval so as not to memorize previous images, the 
readers independently reviewed the imaging findings of 
FFDM, FFDM+CAD, and breast US. The readers were blind-
ed to the other imaging findings, the clinical data, and the 
pathological results.

We evaluated mammography and breast US, based on the 
Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS) lexi-
con of the American College of Radiology [12]. On FFDM, 
we evaluated breast composition and abnormal findings. The 
breast composition was classified into four types: 1, almost 
entirely fatty; 2, scattered area of fibroglandular density; 3, 
heterogeneously dense breast; and 4, extremely dense breast. 
The abnormal findings on mammography were classified as a 
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mass, calcification, a mass with calcification, asymmetry, or 
architectural distortion. The US findings were classified as a 
mass, a ductal change, a mass with calcification, or a ductal 
change with calcification. After we evaluated the mammogra-
phy or US images independently at a 3-week interval, we as-
sessed the BI-RADS category for each imaging modality. We 
followed the definition of positive screening examination in 
the follow-up and outcome monitoring of the BI-RADS lexi-
con. [12]. The positive screening examination is defined as BI-
RADS category 0, 3, 4, or 5, based on the lexicon. On FFDM 
or breast US, we considered a result as “positive” if there was a 
breast lesion with a BI-RADS category 0, 3, 4, or 5 on each 
imaging modality. We determined FFDM+CAD as “positive” 
when the CAD system marked the exact lesion site on cranio-
caudal and/or mediolateral oblique mammography. We re-
garded FFDM+CAD+US detection as a “positive” if there was 
a positive examination on FFDM, CAD, or breast US.

We also reviewed the clinical and pathological findings of 
all patients to search for factors that affected cancer detection 
in the different breast imaging modalities (i.e., FFDM, 
FFDM+CAD, or US). We evaluated patient age, pathological 
cancer size and type (i.e., invasive carcinoma or DCIS), and 
breast composition on mammography as the affecting factors. 
The patients were divided into two groups (i.e., “detecting” 
and “nondetecting”) for each imaging modality, and we evalu-
ated any difference in various factors between these two 
groups.

Statistical analysis
A statistician (J.C.) performed statistical analysis by using 

SPSS version 11.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, USA) and SAS version 9.2 
(SAS Institute Inc., Cary, USA), and a p-value less than 0.05 was 
statistically significant. The generalized estimation equations 
with a logit link [13] was applied to compare the cancer detect-
ability of the imaging modalities. In addition, a Bonferroni 
correction method was used for multiple comparisons. To 
compare the affecting factors between the detecting and non-

detecting groups in each imaging modality, we conducted 
the Wilcoxon rank sum test to analyze continuous variables 
because they did not satisfy the normality assumption. We 
used the chi-square or the Fisher exact test for the categorical 
variables.

RESULTS

On pathologic examination, the tumor types were 115 inva-
sive carcinomas (67.3%) and 56 DCIS (32.7%). The tumor 
sizes ranged 2 to 42 mm (median, cancer= 15 mm, non-can-
cer= 8 mm). Of the 171 cancerous lesions, 125 lesions (73.1%) 
were less than 20 mm. Table 1 demonstrates the radiological 
findings of the breast cancers on FFDM and breast US. On 
FFDM, cancers were depicted as a mass (n= 32), calcification 
(n= 43), mass with calcification (n= 48), focal asymmetries 
(n= 24) (Figure 1), or architectural distortions (n= 2). The re-
maining 22 cancerous lesions (12.8%) were not detected on 
FFDM (Figure 2). There were 12 invasive carcinomas and 10 
DCIS. Twenty (90.9%) of the undetected 22 cancers on FFDM 
were detected as masses (n= 17) or ductal changes (n= 3) on 
breast US. Two cancerous lesions among the 22 undetected 
on FFDM were detected when CAD was added to FFDM: 
one invasive carcinoma and one DCIS. The CAD marked tri-
angles on these two lesions, indicating calcifications.

On breast US, cancers were found as a mass (n= 93) (Figure 
2), a ductal change (n= 14) (Figure 1), a mass with calcifica-
tions (n= 42), or a ductal change with calcifications (n= 16) 
(Table 1). Among the 43 lesions that manifested as calcifica-
tions only on FFDM or FFDM+CAD, 39 (90.7%) were de-
tected on US as a mass with calcifications (n= 20), a ductal 
change with calcifications (n= 11), a ductal change (n= 4), or 
a mass (n= 4). The remaining six lesions (3.5%) were not de-
tected using US alone. The undetected cancerous lesions on 
breast US were one invasive carcinoma and five DCIS. All of 
these undetected lesions were detected as calcifications on 
FFDM+CAD, and four of these lesions were detected using 

Table 1. Radiological findings of 171 breast cancers

Imaging modality
Ultrasound

Mass 
(n=93)

Ductal change 
(n=14)

Mass with calcifications 
(n=42)

Ductal change with calcifications 
(n=16)

Normal 
(n=6)

FFDM
  Mass (n=32) 31 0  1  0 0
  Calcifications (n=43) 4 4 20 11 4
  Mass with calcifications (n=48) 22 0 21 5 0
  Asymmetry (n=24) 18 6  0  0 0
  Architectural distortion (n=2) 1 1  0  0 0
  Normal (n=22) 17 3  0  0 2

FFDM=full-field digital mammograms.
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FFDM alone.
Table 2 shows the detectability of breast cancer lesions by 

the various imaging modalities. The detectability was 87.1% 
(149/171) by FFDM, 88.3% (151/171) by FFDM+CAD, 96.5% 
(165/171) by US screening alone, and 100% (171/171) by 
FFDM+CAD+US. These overall differences in cancer detect-
ability were statistically significant (p< 0.001). In addition, the 
detectability between the various imaging modalities was also 
different for the pathological tumor types and for patients 
with invasive carcinoma or DCIS (p< 0.001).

Table 3 presents the p-values of the multiple comparisons of 
cancer detectability for the various imaging modalities. The 
overall detectability of US screening alone (96.5%) was supe-
rior to that of FFDM (87.1%) and FFDM+CAD (88.3%) 
(p= 0.019 and p= 0.050, respectively). The detectability of US 
screening (99.1%) for patients with invasive carcinoma was 
also significantly higher than that of FFDM (89.6%) or 
FFDM+CAD (90.4%) (p= 0.015 and p= 0.027, respectively). 
We also found that FFDM+CAD+US was superior to FFDM 
or FFDM+CAD in patients with invasive carcinoma (100% 
vs. 89.6% or 100% vs. 90.4%) (p= 0.003 or p= 0.005, respec-

tively) and in patients with DCIS (100% vs. 82.1% or 100% vs. 
83.9%) (p= 0.005 or p= 0.011, respectively). However, cancer 
detectability was not significantly different between FFDM vs. 
FFDM+CAD (p= 1.000) and screening US alone vs. FFDM+ 
CAD+US (p= 0.126).

Table 4 shows the detectability of breast cancer in FFDM 
and FFDM+CAD, based on breast composition. On mam-
mography, breast composition was type 1 in 12 patients 
(7.0%), type 2 in 50 patients (29.2%), type 3 in 95 patients 
(55.6%), and type 4 in 14 patients (8.2%). The detectability of 
FFDM and FFDM+CAD was decreased in dense breast tis-
sues and this decrease was statistically significant (p= 0.039 
and p= 0.013, respectively). When we used CAD, two cancers 
(one cancer with type 2 breast composition and one cancer 
with type 3 breast composition) were detected as calcifica-
tions.

Table 5 presents the factors affecting the breast cancer de-
tectability of each imaging modality. We compared the clini-
cal, radiological, and pathological factors between the detect-
ing and the nondetecting groups. The tumor size affected can-
cer detectability in all imaging modalities with the nondetect-

Figure 1. Mammographic and ultrasound findings of a 
35-year-old woman with ductal carcinomas in situ (DCIS). 
Screening mammography (A) demonstrated a focal asymmetry 
in the left upper breast (arrow) and computer-aided detection 
applied mammography (B) detected the lesion (asterisk, 
marked by computer-aided detection program) (arrow). The 
breast ultrasound (C) demonstrated a ductal change in the left 
upper breast (arrows); this was a pathologically proven DCIS.

A

B

C
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ing group having smaller tumor sizes, compared to the detect-
ing group (p< 0.050). In FFDM and FFDM+CAD, age and 
breast composition affected cancer detectability (p< 0.050). 

Figure 2. Mammographic and ultrasound findings of a 
46-year-old woman with invasive ductal carcinoma. Screening 
mammography (A) and computer-aided detection applied 
mammography (B) did not show any abnormal findings. The 
breast ultrasound (C) demonstrated an indistinct oval hy-
poechoic mass in the left upper outer quadrant (arrows); this 
was a pathologically verified cancer. 

A

B

C

Table 2. The detectability of breast cancer using various imaging modalities

Detectability
FFDM 
No. (%)

FFDM+CAD 
No. (%)

US 
No. (%)

FFDM+CAD+US 
No. (%)

p-value

Total 149 (87.1) 151 (88.3) 165 (96.5) 171 (100) <0.001
Invasive carcinoma 103 (89.6) 104 (90.4) 114 (99.1) 115 (100) <0.001
DCIS  46 (82.1)  47 (83.9) 51 (91.1) 56 (100) <0.001

FFDM=full-field digital mammograms; CAD=computer-aided detection; US=ultrasound; DCIS=ductal carcinoma in situ. 

Table 3. The p-values for multiple comparison of cancer detectability 
using various imaging modalities

Imaging modality
Total 

(n=171)

Invasive 
carcinoma 
(n=115)

DCIS 
(n=56)

FFDM vs. FFDM+CAD 1.000 1.000 1.000

FFDM vs. US 0.019 0.015 1.000

FFDM vs. FFDM+CAD+US <0.001 0.003 0.005

FFDM+CAD vs. US 0.050 0.027 1.000

FFDM+CAD vs. FFDM+CAD+US <0.001 0.005 0.011

US vs. FFDM+CAD+US 0.126 1.000 0.191

DCIS =ductal carcinoma in situ; FFDM =full-field digital mammograms; 
CAD=computer-aided detection; US=ultrasound. 

Table 4. The detectability of breast cancer in FFDM or FFDM+CAD ac-
cording to breast composition

Breast composition FFDM, No. (%) FFDM+CAD, No. (%)

1 11/12 (91.7) 11/12 (91.7)
2 48/50 (96.0) 49/50 (98.0)

3 80/95 (84.2) 81/95 (85.3)

4 10/14 (71.4) 10/14 (71.4)
p-value 0.039 0.013

FFDM=full-field digital mammograms; CAD=computer-aided detection.
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The nondetecting group comprised patients with a young age 
and dense breast composition. However, the pathologic tumor 
type, whether invasive carcinoma or DCIS, did not affect tu-
mor detection in FFDM and FFDM+CAD (p = 0.173 and 
p= 0.214, respectively). On the other hand, the pathologic tu-
mor type did affect cancer detection in breast US (p= 0.014). 
Five of the six (83.3%) nondetecting cases in US were DCIS.

DISCUSSION

Mammography has been used as a screening tool in breast 
cancer for the past 30 years. Randomized controlled trials of 
mammographic screening for breast cancer demonstrate that 

screening reduces disease mortality by 20% to 30% [14,15]. 
However, a substantial number of cancerous lesions are unde-
tected on mammography, and the mammographic sensitivity 
substantially decreases with a sensitivity as low as 30% to 48% 
in women with dense breasts [16]. To address this limitation, 
applying CAD to mammography or breast US has been an 
adjunctive tool.

In previous studies, the sensitivity of FFDM+CAD varied 
from 78% to 96% [17-21]. On mammography, the sensitivity 
of FFDM+CAD can be influenced by the lesion type. CAD 
classifies breast lesions into three types: a mass, a mass with 
calcification, or calcification only; it does not differentiate 
masses from asymmetries or architectural distortions, al-
though CAD does show greater sensitivity for calcifications 
than for mass lesions such as masses, architectural distortions, 
or asymmetries [17,20-23]. Indistinct or subtle mass lesions 
cannot be detected in the CAD system because of the low 
contrast between lesions and the background [21]. In the cur-
rent study, the detectability of breast cancer in FFDM+CAD 
was 88.3%. When compared with the detectability of FFDM 
(87.1%), there was no significant difference in overall cancers, 
invasive cancers, or DCIS. Two unfound cancerous lesions in 
FFDM were correctly detected after CAD application. These 
were a few microcalcifications with grouped distribution in 
extremely dense breasts. Breast US also did not find these le-
sions; thus, only CAD was able to detect these two lesions 
with grouped calcifications.

Based on our results, breast cancer detection in FFDM and 
FFDM+CAD was affected by patient age, tumor size, and 
breast composition, with patient age and breast composition 
correlated with breast density on mammography. Mandelson 
et al. [16] determined that breast density is one of the strong-
est predictors of the failure of mammographic screening in 
detecting cancer. Breast density is a risk factor for undetected 
cancerous lesions, and false-positive and false-negative mam-
mographic interpretations are more likely with dense breasts. 
The CAD application cannot overcome the fundamental limi-
tation of mammography, which is related to breast density. A 
previous study by Kim et al. [24] found that the frequency of 
dense breasts was much higher among Korean women in 
their forties than among Western women; therefore, the de-
tectability of breast cancer in Korean women was lower than 
that of Western women in their forties. In addition, the forties 
represent the peak incidence of breast cancer in Korea; thus, 
additional or substitutional imaging methods are necessary to 
improve breast cancer detection in dense breasts.

The use of breast US in women with dense breasts is prom-
ising. Korpraphong et al. [22] reported that use of US as an 
adjunct to mammography showed a significant benefit for the 

Table 5. Factors affecting breast cancer detectability

Modality Factor
Detecting 

group 
No. (%)

Nondetecting 
group 

No. (%)
p-value

FFDM
Patients no. 149 22 -
Age (yr)* 52.01±9.79 45.45±9.03 0.001
Tumor size (mm)* 16.42±8.35 12.09±6.81 0.013
Pathological type 0.173
   Invasive carcinoma 103 (69.1) 12 (54.5)
   DCIS  46 (30.9) 10 (45.5)
Breast composition 
   on mammography 

0.038

      Type 1  11 (7.4) 1 (4.5)
      Type 2  48 (32.2) 2 (9.1)
      Type 3  80 (53.7) 15 (68.2)
      Type 4 10 (6.7)  4 (18.2)

FFDM+CAD
Patients no. 151 20 -
Age (yr)* 51.02±9.76 46.32±9.47 0.002
Tumor size (mm)* 16.27±8.51 11.56±4.38 0.010
Pathological type 0.214
   Invasive carcinoma 104 (68.9) 11 (55.0)
   DCIS  47 (31.1)  9 (45.0)
Breast composition 
   on mammography

0.013

      Type 1 11 (7.3) 1 (5.0)
      Type 2  49 (32.5) 1 (5.0)
      Type 3  81 (53.6) 14 (70.0)
      Type 4 10 (6.6)  4 (20.0)

US
Patients no. 165 6 -
Age (yr)* 51.08±10.03 53.33±5.85 0.380
Tumor size (mm)* 16.05±8.22 10.50±9.01 0.039
Pathological type 0.014
   Invasive carcinoma 114 (69.1) 1 (16.7)
   DCIS 51 (30.9) 5 (83.3)

FFDM =full-field digital mammograms; DCIS =ductal carcinoma in situ; 
CAD=computer-aided detection; US=ultrasound. 
*Mean±SD.
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detection of breast cancer in asymptomatic average-risk wom-
en with nonfatty breasts. The cancer detection rate when using 
additional US was 1.4 per 1,000 examinations; there was more 
significant improvement in women aged 40 to 59 years and in 
women with extreme parenchymal density. In our study, 
breast US was more sensitive for cancer detection than FFDM 
or FFDM+CAD for overall cancers or invasive cancers. In add-
ition, there was no significant difference in cancer detectability 
between US alone vs. FFDM+CAD+US. Breast US detected 
90.9% (20/22) of the undetected cancers on FFDM. These 
presented as masses or ductal changes on breast US.

The development of computer system and image processing 
techniques of US has improved the detection and visualiza-
tion of calcifications in the breast. In the current study, 90.7% 
(39/43) of cancers with calcifications only on FFDM or 
FFDM+CAD were detected on US as a mass with calcifica-
tion, a ductal change with calcification, a ductal change, or a 
mass. According to Kim et al. [25], because of increased speci-
ficity, breast US improves the diagnostic performance with re-
gard to grouped calcifications without associated masses on 
mammography. On breast US, malignant calcifications are 
more commonly associated with a mass or a ductal change, 
and thus can be more easily detected rather than benign calci-
fications. To date, however, US is limited with regard to a 
small cluster of calcifications. In this study, all six of the unde-
tected cancerous lesions on US were small grouped calcifica-
tions that ranged 3 to14 mm (mean size, 10.50 mm); five of 
these six lesions were DCIS. Two of these six undetected can-
cers on US were also not detected on FFDM. In breast DCIS, 
mammography cannot detect 6% to 23% of DCIS lesions, es-
pecially in dense breasts [26,27]. There are a few reports about 
the role of breast US in DCIS [27,28]. According to Jin et al. 
[28], US can reveal occult DCIS in patients with dense breasts 
and have an important role in detecting DCIS and in evaluat-
ing pathologic features. The diagnostic accuracy in the detec-
tion of DCIS on breast US is associated with a higher grade, 
microinvasion, or comedonecrosis. In addition, most DCISs 
detected by US alone are localized lesions with few extensive 
intraductal component and are of low grade, which suggests a 
successful local excision [29]. Based on our results, breast can-
cer detection on breast US was not influenced by patient age 
and breast density. Therefore, US can be recommended as a 
screening tool for all age groups.

This study has several limitations. First, this was a retro-
spective study, and thus we could not evaluate the sole effect 
of screening US on the clinicians’ daily workflow. US exami-
nation was mostly performed after FFDM scanning. We re-
viewed FFDM, FFDM+CAD, or breast US images indepen-
dently, were blind to each other, and reviewed the images at a 

3-week interval so as not to memorize previous images; how-
ever, the second review of the images may be different with 
the initial perception of breast lesions during US examination. 
In addition, because of the retrospective study design, we were 
unable to assess the effect of CAD on workflow or examine 
the reproducibility of CAD results. Second, we included true-
positive cancers in this study, thus, we could not obtain false-
positive rate for cancer screening. Third, we did not calculate 
the interobserver variability for image assessment because two 
radiologists evaluated breast images by consensus in the cur-
rent study.

In conclusion, US examination for breast cancer screening 
is satisfactory for all age groups and breast compositions. Ap-
plying CAD to FFDM does not have an additional role in 
cancer screening. However, the detectability of breast US is 
influenced by tumor type and size; in particular, DCIS with 
small grouped calcifications cannot be detected. Therefore, we 
would recommend further studies on effective breast screen-
ing protocols with US.
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